Lagrangian necessary and sufficient conditions for a nonsmooth vector-valued minimax in terms of Clarke's generalized Jacobians are established under suitable invexity hypotheses.
Introduction
Minimax points, or (more restrictively) saddlepoints, occur in several optimization contexts, including stationary points that are neither maxima nor minima, saddlepoints of Lagrangians for convex minimization problems, and saddlepoints for complementary variational problems (see [1] ). These ideas generalize to vector functions (see for example [8] ), replacing maximum and minimum by weak maximum and weak minimum. This paper considers generalizations to Lipschitz functions, not generally differentiable at all points, by constructing approximating problems with smooth functions.
Let / , h and g be locally Lipschitz functions from R" x R m , K m and K" into R\ R p and K" respectively. Let Q c IR' ' , T C R s and S c R p be closed convex cones, with int Q ^ 0. This paper considers the vector-valued minimax problem : ( 
2.1) f ( x , y : a , P ) : = [ f f(x -s , yt)4>{s\a)t{t\P)dsdt; h(y : fi) := / h(y -t)\jf{t\fi)df, g(x : a) := / g(x -s)<t>(s\a)ds; JR» JR»
where ds and dt denote Lebesgue measures on W and W respectively; <t>{s\ot) := a"'<I>(Q'" 1 ||5||), \j/{t\fi) := fi~l *(/3"'||f ||), where <I > a n d * are any fixed non-negative C^-functions with supports in (-1, 1), scaled so that / R <P(z)dz = 1 = / R ty{z)dz\ if / = (/,, / 2 , . . . ) then / 0 is the vector (fi<f>, f 2 (j>,...) . Note that / ( • , . : a, 0), h(-: 0) and g(-: a) are continuously differentiable (see [6] ), and tend to / ( • , \\sU{.s\a)ds<K g , [3] Conditions for a nonsmooth minimax 165
noting that (/>(•)> 0 and has compact support; and similarly (2. 3) \\h(y : P) -h{y)\\ < K k p, and | | / ( J C , y : a , P ) -f ( x , y)\\ < K f {a + P).
By Rademacher's theorem, the Lipschitz function g is Frechet differentiable except on a set N\ of zero measure; then (see [6] 
the Clarke generalized Jacobian. Assume that (WMMl) reaches a weak local minimax at (x, y) = (x, y). Define
h(y : P) := h(y : P) -h(y : P) + h(y); g(x
The problem (WMMl) is then approximated by the smooth minimax problem:
(WMM2) WMIN x {WMAX y /(jc, y : a, P) subject to -h{y : P) e S] subject to -g(x : a) e T.
By construction of g and h, the point (x, y) is also feasible for (WMM2). Denote by (IP(a, P)) the inner problem of (WMM2). PROPOSITION 
Let f and g be locally Lipschitz functions, satisfying the stability condition:
(V| e dh(y))
e int [h(y) + f (IT) + S],
and the linear growth condition, for some 0 / r e Q* and some r > 0 : , fi) ).
•
Smoothing locally invex functions
A differentiable function F : W -> K r is invex at p e l " with respect to the order cone 2 c l " if, for some scale function r)(x, p), 
where 8F(p) is the Clarke generalized Jacobian of F at p. By Rademacher's theorem, F is differentiate except on a set NQ of zero Lebesgue measure.
DEFINITION 1. A Lipschitz function F : R ->• K' is Q-invex around p if, for some continuous scale function t](-, •), and each u in some neighbourhood of p with
Clearly, Q-invex around p implies Q-invex at p.
PROPOSITION 3. Let F(-) be Q-invex around p. Then the smoothed function
F ( -: a ) : = / F(x -s)(p(s\a)ds.
with <p chosen as in Section 2, is Q-invex at p, with the same scale function as F(-), whenever a is sufficiently small.
REMARKS. This conclusion, required in Theorem 1, would not hold if Q-invex around p is weakened to invex at each point in a neighbourhood of p, because a sum of invex functions is not necessarily invex, if the scale functions are different.
Invex around p holds, in particular, for a C' -function F if invexity at the point p is strengthened to
where a e int Q. For then
so that, for sufficiently small S,
For a C 00 function F, shifting origins to make p = 0 and Fip) = 0, consider 
which implies that 
if there exists 6(z, u) satisfying the linear equation
Consider the hypothesis that for each sufficiently small S > 0, there exists some s, with \\s\\ < 8, such that F'{u -s) has full rank. This implies that, for some 0 ( ) > 0 with support in a ball of radius 8, M has full rank; hence 9{z,u) exists, and 9(z, p) as a limiting case. Thus F(-: or) is invex, as required in the proof of Theorem 1.
If F is differentiable at p, and p is a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point for the minimization of F,() subject to F y () < 0 (j = 2, 3 
Necessary conditions for a weak minimax
Assume that the inner problem of (WMM1): (4.1) (IP,): WMAX, f(x,y) subject to -h(y) e S := R£, reaches a (non-unique) weak local maximum at y = y(x), with y(x) -y and constraints of (IP^) are active at y. Following [11] , construct the problem (MP^) by adjoining p -k additional constraints:
to (IPi). The matrices Aj are chosen (see [11] , and (iii) in Theorem 1 below) so that the 0 O ) satisfy an invex property. Then y is also a weak maximum of (MP^). Another similar set of functions 
K^ * e L ( r -.a-)' 2), I G 3 x /(Jt, y), »j e 3g(Jt)),
e 3 v [/(x, y(x)) -A(jc)/i(5>(jc))] -M{x)a; k(x)h(y(x)) = 0; ran[| + jrJJ] C f/.

PROOF. From (iii) and Proposition 3, the vector function //(•), comprising the objective -f(x, • : a, f3),h ( ' } (-; fi) for the constraints for which h U)
(y) -0, and <p u> (-) for j = 1,2,... , k -p,is Q x. (R+-invex at each y' in a neighbourhood of y, whenever \\x -x\\ is sufficiently small. From Proposition 1, the problem (IP(a, /3)) reaches a weak local maximum at y = y(x;a, /3), whenever a, ft and ||x -jf || are sufficiently small. From (ii), the Robinson stability condition (see [14] , and [16] for the nonsmooth generalization) holds for (IPC r ). Since this condition requires 0 in the interior of a set involving gradients, and the Clarke generalized subdifferentials are upper semicontinuous, the stability condition extends to (MIP(a, fi)) for sufficiently small ||JC -jf||. Then, applying [11, Proposition 1] to (MIP(a, /})), which requires the invexity hypothesis (iii), there is some basic cone K D Q, such that the strong Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions hold: where A comprises A and M, and k y comprises h y and a. In case the p x m matrix k y has full rank, and p < n, then the linear equation for A is solvable, for A a continuous function of a, 0.
Sufficient conditions
Recall [13] A function F(-) reaches a (local) strong minimum at x with respect to a cone H (see [4] ) if F(x) -F(x) e H for all feasible x near x.
THEOREM 2. Let (x, y) be a feasible point for (WMM1), where k < p constraints from -h(-) € 5 are active at y, and I < s constraints from -g(-) € T are active at x. Assume that:
(a) For some closed convex cones K and H, Q C K c H, and • subject to the constraint -y(x) e F, where the convex cone F has interior points. Then there is no solution x to
If the vector function ( 0 , y) is convexlike (see [12] ), then there exist multipliers (T, X) £ Q* x r*, not both zero, such that
for all x to which the discussion of invexity for Theorem 1 also applies. Hypothesis (c) is made to ensure the pseudo-Lipschitzian property; see [13] for discussion of when this holds.
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